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Paul Klingberg, the chief engineer for Kalimba was
one of the first to employ the AML1's in a number of
5.1 surround remixes. Projects which have been completed using the AML1's include a 5.1 remix of Brain
Salad Surgery - by Emmerson Lake and Palmer, Ma-

Fidelity of signal reproduction.
Design engineering.
Reliability.
Craftsmanship & product
integrity.
Value for price relationship.
The SP1 Surround Processor, 14B-ST and 9B-ST
power amplifiers are featured in a special Grand Prix
section in the November
issue of AudioVideo Interna-
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Robert E. Greene, Senior Editor and Technical Consultant for the Absolute Sound had this to say about
the BP25/14B combination.
"The combination of the 14B ST power amp and BP25
Preamplifier, with its ultra-low noise floor and pristine,
ultra-low-distortion sound, gives one the feeling that
the amplification is essentially a 'solved problem'. And
this performance is available at a rational price.”

Bryston is pleased to report that we also received a
Golden Ear Award in December 2001 issue of the
Absolute Sound Magazine.
GOLDEN EAR AWARDS went to the:
BP25 Preamplifier
14B-ST Power Amplifier
The Golden Ear Awards are chosen each year by the
staff of the Absolute Sound and represent their personal picks of the year’s finest components.
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